Assessment of the relative dose distribution around an 192Ir line source using a liquid ionization chamber.
The relative absorbed dose distribution in water around an 192Ir line source of 50 mm length and 0.3 mm diam has been measured using a liquid ionization chamber (LIC). The sensitive volume of the chamber is a cylinder with 3.0 mm diam and a thickness of 1.0 mm. The sensitive medium in the LIC consists of a mixture of two dielectric liquids, tetramethylsilane and isooctane. The mixture has been optimized so that the LIC provides an almost energy-independent response for the radiation qualities present at different distances from the source in water. The measurements were carried out at distances of 2.5-50.0 mm along the source bisector and at distances of 0.0 to +/-40.0 mm along the source axis. The results were compared with measurements made with LiF chips in Solid Water and with calculated data based on an analytical solution to the Sievert integral as well as with Monte Carlo calculations of absolute dose rate in water. Considering the uncertainties involved, the dose distribution measured by the LIC is in reasonably good agreement with the theoretical data as well as the results held with LiF. In comparison with the Monte Carlo calculations the discrepancies range from 0.1% to 18% with the largest differences at points close to the source. This work demonstrates the ability of the LIC for mapping the dose distribution around a low-dose-rate brachytherapy source emitting photons of intermediate energies.